I want you to think long and hard before you try to answer these two questions. I want you to think about your answers because you need to give your mind a chance to break free of the brainwashing it has been subjected to by our establishment representatives in government and their reality control agents known as the mainstream media.

Question 1: Why do the majority of the working class need to work harder, longer and for less wages (relative to the value of currency), even as technological advances in every area of life exist to make life easier? There really is not as much to do, per capita, as there had been in the past. So why do we really need more jobs? (I'll answer this...just think about the question for a bit first.)

Question 2 (Actually several questions here): Have you ever been advised by someone who cares about you or whom you respect (parent, sage elder, economic professor, accountant or financial adviser), to accumulate debt? Did your mom or dad ever sit you down and teach you to borrow money and get into debt? Then why does every politician and political hack on TV tell you that the key to getting our economy in good shape hinges on banks lending more money? Why aren't they trying to help families and business get out of debt? (Again, I will answer this as well...just let the questions sink in for now.)

As each minute passes, humanity progresses technologically on almost every level, or almost every level. I can only think of two exceptions here. One would be space travel. Putting a man on the moon is the only thing that humanity was supposedly capable of doing that we are no longer capable of doing technologically. Interestingm isn't it? How did we accomplish such feat in eight years using 1960s technology yet we can not do the same thing today? As a matter of fact a recent study found that if we wanted to put a man on the moon today it would take us twenty three years to do so...even with our exponentially advanced technology. Makes you wonder...or at least it should. The other area we are not progressing is in the area of curing or preventing deseases. We can "treat" a multitude of deseases if our medical establishment is designed to ensure people continue to get these deseases for if they don't the very insustry that cures them will be obsolete. Kind of a self defeating model. Even worse, with a desease like cancer, health care professionals who make a living finding and treating the desease are encouraging and advising us to screen for the desease more often, using screening methods THAT CAUSE CANCER!!!...How stupid are we humans?

So here we are in the new milenium. We have machines and computers doing more work than any humans can do. Machines and computers don't require salaries, health insurance, bonuses
or time off for the most part. They cost less than people...so why are prices for everything always rising? Shouldn't they be going down? When it is so much easier and cheaper to produce product, why have product prices gone up as apposed to down?

Mass production, automation, distribution, comminication, and in every identifiable area of existence, t